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Bessel Functions for Large Arguments

By M. Goldstein and R. M. Thaler

Calculations of Bessel Functions of real order and argument for large values of

the argument can be greatly facilitated by the use of the so called phase-amplitude

method [1 ]. In this method two auxiliary functions, the amplitude and phase func-

tions, are defined in terms of the regular and irregular solution of Bessel's equation.

These auxiliary functions have the great advantage that they are monotonie func-

tions of the argument; moreover, for large arguments these functions are slowly

varying and, hence, easily amenable to computation and interpolation.

The Bessel Functions of the third kind, so-called Hankel Functions, are defined

as follows:

(1.1) Ä»(«) = J,(x) + iY.ix)

and

(1.2) #■<»(*) = J,ix) -iY,ix).

These definitions suggest the alternative definition of the Bessel Function in terms

of an amplitude and phase function, viz.,

(2.1) A, = \H^ix) | = | #,<»(*) |

or

(2.2) ¿2,'» = A,e+i*'

(2.3) H,™ = Aj-4*'

so that

(2.4) /,(*)   = A, cos *,

and

(2.5) Y,ix) = A, sin $,

The phase function *,(*) obeys the first order differential equation

(3) ^,liAA,)T,

Equation (3) represents the usual Wronskian condition. The amplitude function

A, is seen to obey the following nonlinear second order differential equation

(4) x'
d2A,ix) dA.ix)

+ X^¿V^ + (*2 " v*)A,{x) " O* &*»<*>J" = °-
dx2

Equation (4) follows trivially from Bessel's differential equation and equation (3).
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Defining B,(t) as

(5) B,(t) = ^A,(t),

where t = 1/x, gives the following differential equations for #,(/) and B,(t)

(6) ^ = -tB,it)T*

(7) ¿^ + i D - (v2 - Í)¿2JB,(¿) - [5,(¿)]"' = 0.

A boundary condition implied by equation (2.1) and the asymptotic behavior

of H,ix) as x —* °° is

so that near t = 0,5,(i) is approximately given by the solution of equation (7) with

d2B,jt) _

dt2

This yields

(9) B,it) « /[l - (v2 - i)/*j4.

Equation (9) represents the so-called JWKB approximation [2] to the amplitude

function, and

do) ^) = i + /;(i-i)dM_(, + x)-

The JWKB approximation for $,(t) consists of the substitution of equation (9)

in equation (10)

Power series expansion about t — 0 for equations (6, 7) are readily obtained.

One finds that

(11) \B,(t)/t] = 1 + a2t2 + o4i4 + a¿* + a*t* + o,o<10 + • • •

where

(11.2) a2 = \ a
A

(n.4)      «,-f2««-f«

(11.6) a< = £8a3-3¿a2 + y¡a

,11Q. 195 611    3  ,   1821    2      315
(11.8)    a» = - a-a  + — a   — -   - ax  ;    8  2048    256    128     16

,., ,A,       663 ,  4199 . , 29811 .  2223 . . 2835
(11.10)  aia —  -a6 — -a4 -\-a3-a2 H-aV   ;      8192    1024  T 512      8   T 8
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with

a m (v2 - i) ;

and

(12)    t j #, + 0 + §)?] = 1 + b2t2 + b<t* + ht* + b3t* + hot" + ■■■

where

(12.2)     b2 = ya

(12.4) I.-S-Ï

(12.6) ^¿«.-¿rf + J.

(12.8) 68 = J_al-Ü «3 + 807 a2_ 3151       ; 1792 224      T 224 56

7 "Î5 1975 315
(12.10) ^.¿_«.-|«. + ^a.-58«» + ^a.

Alternatively, the amplitude function may be expressed in terms of the follow-

ing series

(13)    fM = [1 - ai2]-l{l + c2t2 + c4t* + c6/6 + c8<8 + cut™ + • • • },

where

(13.2)        c2 = 0

(13.4) c<  = -| a

17    15
(13.6) c, = -ii a2 + ^ a

,.._, 33 3 , 1761 ,  315
(13.8)        C8=__a3 + __a2__a

...... 27 .  6975 3  17469 , , 2835
(13.10) cio = -T «« + -y «« - -j,- «■ + — «.

Equation (13) represents an expansion about the JWKB approximation. The series

in Equation (13) is semi-convergent. Substitution of Equation (13) into Equation

(6) may be used to obtain an explicit "JWKB" series for $,.(/). However, the

analytic form of the coefficients is so complicated as to be of little practical value.
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The amplitude and phase functions for v — 0, \, \, f, 1 are plotted in figures 1

and 2 respectively. In figure 1 the function

By(t)

t

is plotted against t. In figure 2 the function

[*{*,(*) + C"+i)£|]
is plotted against t. In terms of these functions the Bessel Functions J,(x) and

Y,ix) become

'B,(t)'\    \2t
j-U- COB #,(*),

J,(x)   = [

1.06

%|-   LOI h
CD

Figure 1. The amplitude function, -vs. t for several values of v between zero and one.

The amplitude and phase functions are defined by the relations

where

,w-[*fy>,

Y-fU
(/)

Y,(x) - sin *,(i),
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with

tmi.
x

For | v | g 1, the series equation (11 or 13) and equation (12) yield eight figure

accuracy in J,(l/t) and Y,(l/t) for í á i for the number of terms shown. This is

in contrast with the usual asymptotic expansions which yield comparable accuracy

only for t ?£ 1/20, and which converge much more slowly in the region of good con-

vergence.

For v = i, a = 0, so that the coefficients in equations (11) and (12) vanish.

Therefore, for v = \ the series reduce to single terms, yielding

(14.1)

(14.2)

or

(14.3)

Yi(x)

x)   = J- si
yirx

-4,cos X

Ah(
\irx

(14.4) $l(x)   = x —

Figure 2. The phase function t   $,(i) + (v + \)

zero and one.

vs. t, for several values of v between
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It is also clear that the series are most rapidly convergent for v close to §.

For computational purposes it is evident that greatest accuracy will result

through the use of equations (11) and (12) for | v | ^ 1. The appropriate recur-

rence techniques may be used to obtain numerical values for | v | > 1.

Equations (11) and (12) may be regarded as starting series for the differential

equations equations (6) and (7). For | v | ^ 1 equations (6) and (7) may be in-

tegrated numerically starting at t ~ \ and give good accuracy to t ~ §. Thus

the method described above can be used to generate values of J,(x) and Y,(x)

for iâ2.
The Bessel Functions of imaginary argument I,(x) and K,(x) are amenable to

similar treatment. The phase-amplitude functions are defined as

sinh <f>.as) '-->!*-

K,= JïxCe~*..
These definitions are chosen so that

(16) Ci = 1

and

<t>i = x,

or

I\(x)   = \ — sinh x
\rx

The phase function <b, obeys the first order differential equation

(17) d-*£l = -ZD,(t)y2

and the amplitude function D, — tC„ obeys the nonlinear second order differential

equation

(18)      -£^ + y. [i + („2 _ i)£p,£/) _ [A(o]-3 = o

The series expansions about t = 0 are

(19) {^7^} = * - a¿2 + «4Í4 - a<t* + ast» - aiot10 + ■ ■ ■ ,

and

t<p,(t)   = 1 - b2t2 + &4i4 - ht* + bst* - hot10 + ■■• .

Alternatively, in the JWKB type approximation, the amplitude function is given by

the series

(21)        ^P- = [1 + a/2]-l{l - c2t2 + Cit* - cot* + c4* - Ciot™ +•••},
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where the aß, bß and cß are defined as in equations (11), (12), and (13) and

(22)        *-w=j+/;(¿-¿)¿«.

The amplitude and phase functions for i» = 0, $,£,§, 1 are plotted in figures

3 and 4 respectively. In figure 3 the function

P>,«)/l]

is plotted against t. In figure 4 the function

it<b,(t)l

is plotted against /.

- 0.99

0.94

Figure 3. The amplitude function
D,(t)

vs. t for several values of v between zero and one.

The amplitude and phase functions are defined by the relations

where

T,   1         P'(<)1      I2'   ■   I,I Ax)  =     -    -1— sinh

iC.(«)

< = -
X

exp [-0,(0]
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Figure 4. The phase function Uj>, (t) vs. t, for several values of v between zero and one.

In terms of these functions the Bessel Functions of imaginary argument I,(x)

and K,(x) become

with

t m

The series, equations (19) and (20), can provide starting values for the nu-

merical integration of the differential equations, equations (17) and (18). These

series give seven figure accuracy for | v | ^ 1 for x ~¿. 8, for the number of terms

shown. However, while straightforward numerical integration of equations (17)

and (18) yields accurate values for K,(x) for x ^ 2, the values for I,(x) rapidly

deteriorate. The reason for this is clear. At x = 8, e.g., the starting values are ac-

curate to eight figures. The functions I,(x) and K,(x) so calculated may then be

written as

l,(x) = /,(*) + pK,(x)

R,(x) = K,(x) +al,(x),

where pK,(x) and o-I,(x) represent the truncation error, and p and <r are constants.
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As x decreases, Kv(x) increases rapidly while 7,(x) decreases rapidly. Therefore, the

error introduced by the truncation, decreases in the case of K,(x), and increases in

the case of I,(x). This difficulty is avoided by calculating p. That is, at x = 2,

e.g., where Kv(x) is still accurately given by the solution of the differential equations,

equations (17) and (18)

/r\A\ *-v\X) Iy\X)

K,(x)

At a: = 2, I,(x) is easily obtained by standard methods, e.g. the defining series, or

integral representation.
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Numerical Experiments in Potential Theory
Using the Nehari Estimates

By U. W. Hochstrasser

1. Introduction. It is well known that the Dirichlet problem can be solved by

using a set of harmonic functions which are orthogonal over the boundary [7].

Prior to the availability of high speed computers, however, the method was not

frequently used since generating sets of orthogonal functions by hand computa-

tions is very laborious. With the advent of high speed computers interest in the

method has been renewed and several papers have appeared recently [1, 2, 3J.

In using the method, the numerical analyst is particularly interested in esti-

mates of the error committed by replacing infinite orthogonal expansions by finite

ones. Nehari [1] recently has given such estimates for a number of Dirichlet prob-

lems. The purpose of the present paper is to report the results of some numerical

experiments which were designed to investigate how close these estimates come to

the actual errors in certain particular examples. An existing computer program

[4] was used for the orthogonalization of a given set of vectors on the SEAC corn-
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